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• What do we have

• Dense vector model of word meanings

• For many words, learned from a large corpus

• Learned from principle of distributional similarity
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/



• Hierarchical distributional word clusters, 
trained from tweets: 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/
cluster_viewer.html 

• See also: GLOVE website has Twitter-trained 
word embeddings 

• What distinctions is it learning?
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http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/cluster_viewer.html
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ok so what can we do with them?

• Document embeddings

• 1. Supervised learning: Bag-of-Embeddings logreg

• labeled train docs->labeled new docs

• 2. Unsupervised learning / exploratory analysis

• docs->[analysis]

• Wordlist-based inferences

• 3. Semi-automatic dictionary expansion 

• (words->words)

• 4. DDR: Distrib. Dict. Representations 

• (words->docs)
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https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28364281/


Application: document embedding

• Instead of bag-of-words, can we derive a 
latent embedding of a document/sentence? 

• "Bag of embeddings" or "averaged word 
embeddings" representation 

• You can use it just like a BOW logistic regression 
- it's just a different type of feature vector 

• Pros/cons? 
• Especially for shorter texts, BoE LR typically 

outperforms BOW LR.  Highly recommended (until 
BERT...)

7 See: Arora et al. 2017

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=SyK00v5xx


• Example: tweets about mass shootings (Demszky et al. 2019) 
1. Average word embeddings => tweet embeddings 
2. Cluster tweets (kmeans) 
3. Interpret clusters’ words (closest to centroid)
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Figure 4: Topic model evaluations, collapsed across
k = 6� 10. Error bars denote standard errors.

Topic 10 Nearest Stems
news
(19%)

break, custodi, #breakingnew, #updat, confirm,
fatal, multipl, updat, unconfirm, sever

investigation
(9%)

suspect, arrest, alleg, apprehend, custodi,
charg, accus, prosecutor, #break, ap

shooter’s identity
& ideology (11%)

extremist, radic, racist, ideolog, label,
rhetor, wing, blm, islamist, christian

victims & location
(4%)

bar, thousand, california, calif, among,
los, southern, veteran, angel, via

laws & policy
(14%)

sensibl, regul, requir, access, abid, #gunreformnow,
legisl, argument, allow, #guncontolnow

solidarity
(13%)

affect, senseless, ach, heart, heartbroken,
sadden, faculti, pray, #prayer, deepest

remembrance
(6%)

honor, memori, tuesday, candlelight, flown,
vigil, gather, observ, honour, capitol

other
(23%)

dude, yeah, eat, huh, gonna, ain,
shit, ass, damn, guess

Table 1: Our eight topics (with their average propor-
tions across events) and nearest-neighbor stem embed-
dings to the cluster centroids. Topic names were man-
ually assigned based on inspecting the tweets.

To compare the models, we ran two MTurk ex-
periments: a word intrusion task (Chang et al.,
2009) and our own, analogically defined tweet in-
trusion task, with the number of topics k ranging
between 6-10. Turkers were presented with either
a set of 6 words (for word intrusion) or a set of
4 tweets (for tweet intrusion), all except one of
which was close (in terms of d) to a randomly cho-
sen topic and one that was far from that topic but
close to another topic. Then, Turkers were asked
to pick the odd one out among the set of words /
tweets. More details in Appendix D.

We find that our model outperforms the LDA-
based methods with respect to both tasks, particu-
larly tweet intrusion — see Figure 4. This suggests
that our model both provides more cohesive topics
at the word level and more cohesive groupings by
topic assignment. The choice of k does not yield
a significant difference among model-level accu-
racies. However, since k = 8 slightly outperforms
other k-s in tweet intrusion, we use it for further
analysis. See Table 1 for nearest neighbor stems to
each topic and Appendix C.2 for example tweets.

Measuring within-topic and between-topic par-
tisanship. Recall that the leave-out estimator

SD=4%) across events, for our model, for eight topics.
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Figure 5: Measurements of between-topic and within-
topic polarization of the 21 events in our dataset show
that within-topic polarization is increasing over time
while between-topic polarization remains stable.

from Section 3.1 provides a measure of partisan-
ship. The information in a tweet, and thus par-
tisanship, can be decomposed into which topic is
discussed, and how it’s discussed.

To measure within-topic partisanship for a par-
ticular event, i.e. how a user discusses a given
topic, we re-apply the leave-out estimator. For
each topic, we calculate the partisanship using
only tweets categorized to that topic. Then, over-
all within-topic partisanship for the event is the
weighted mean of these values, with weights given
by the proportion of tweets categorized to each
topic within each event.

Between-topic partisanship is defined as the ex-
pected posterior that an observer with a neutral
prior would assign to a user’s true party after learn-
ing only the topic — but not the words — of a
user’s tweet. We estimate this value by replacing
each tweet with its assigned topic and applying the
leave-out estimator to this data.

4.2 Results

Figure 5 shows that for most events within-topic is
higher than between-topic partisanship, suggest-
ing that while topic choice does play a role in
phrase partisanship (its values are meaningfully
higher than .5), within-topic phrase usage is sig-
nificantly more polarized. Linear estimates of
the relationship between within and between topic
partisanship and time show that while within-topic
polarization has increased over time, between-
topic polarization has remained stable. This find-
ing supports the idea that topic choice and topic-
level framing are distinct phenomena.

Partisanship also differs by topic, and within
days after a given event. Figure 6 shows po-
larization within topics for 9 days after Las Ve-

Application: document embedding

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N19-1304/


Application: keyword expansion

• Other non-embedding lexical resources can do this too (e.g. WordNet), 
but word embeddings typically cover a lot of diverse vocabulary
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• I have a few keywords for my task.  Are there any I missed? 
• Automated or semi-automated new terms from embedding neighbors



Application: doc sim to words
• Given a word list to represent a concept, can we 

score a document for how much it expresses that 
concept? 
• Count based approach?
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• Given a word list to represent a concept, can we 
score a document for how much it expresses that 
concept? 

• DDR is a very simple embedding approach: 
• Average the word lists embeddings to create a 

concept vector 
• Average a doc's words to create a document vector 
• Apply cosine similarity! 

• Supplying a set of keywords is low-supervision, or low-
expertise, approach compared to labeling docs 
• Though you don't get a nice logreg probability (until 

you label some...)

Application: doc sim to words

[Garten et al. 2018]

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28364281/


LIWC "posemo" list
accept, accepta*, accepted, accepting, accepts, active*, admir*, ador*, advantag*, adventur*, affection*, agree, agreeab*, agreed, agreeing, agreement*, agrees, alright*, amaz*, 
amor*, amus*, aok, appreciat*, assur*, attachment*, attract*, award*, awesome, beaut*, beloved, benefic*, benefit, benefits, benefitt*, benevolen*, benign*, best, better, bless*, 
bold*, bonus*, brave*, bright*, brillian*, calm*, care, cared, carefree, careful*, cares, caring, casual, casually, certain*, challeng*, champ*, charit*, charm*, cheer*, cherish*, 
chuckl*, clever*, comed*, comfort*, commitment*, compassion*, compliment*, confidence, confident, confidently, considerate, contented*, contentment, convinc*, cool, 
courag*, create*, creati*, credit*, cute*, cutie*, daring, darlin*, dear*, definite, definitely, delectabl*, delicate*, delicious*, deligh*, determina*, determined, devot*, digni*, 
divin*, dynam*, eager*, ease*, easie*, easily, easiness, easing, easy*, ecsta*, efficien*, elegan*, encourag*, energ*, engag*, enjoy*, entertain*, enthus*, excel*, excit*, fab, 
fabulous*, faith*, fantastic*, favor*, favour*, fearless*, festiv*, fiesta*, fine, flatter*, flawless*, flexib*, flirt*, fond, fondly, fondness, forgave, forgiv*, free, freeb*, freed*, 
freeing, freely, freeness, freer, frees*, friend*, fun, funn*, genero*, gentle, gentler, gentlest, gently, giggl*, giver*, giving, glad, gladly, glamor*, glamour*, glori*, glory, good, 
goodness, gorgeous*, grace, graced, graceful*, graces, graci*, grand, grande*, gratef*, grati*, great, grin, grinn*, grins, ha, haha*, handsom*, happi*, happy, harmless*, 
harmon*, heartfelt, heartwarm*, heaven*, heh*, helper*, helpful*, helping, helps, hero*, hilarious, hoho*, honest*, honor*, honour*, hope, hoped, hopeful, hopefully, 
hopefulness, hopes, hoping, hug, hugg*, hugs, humor*, humour*, hurra*, ideal*, importan*, impress*, improve*, improving, incentive*, innocen*, inspir*, intell*, interest*, 
invigor*, joke*, joking, joll*, joy*, keen*, kidding, kind, kindly, kindn*, kiss*, laidback, laugh*, libert*, like, likeab*, liked, likes, liking, livel*, lmao, lol, love, loved, lovely, 
lover*, loves, loving*, loyal*, luck, lucked, lucki*, lucks, lucky, madly, magnific*, merit*, merr*, neat*, nice*, nurtur*, ok, okay, okays, oks, openminded*, openness, opport*, 
optimal*, optimi*, original, outgoing, painl*, palatabl*, paradise, partie*, party*, passion*, peace*, perfect*, play, played, playful*, playing, plays, pleasant*, please*, pleasing, 
pleasur*, popular*, positiv*, prais*, precious*, prettie*, pretty, pride, privileg*, prize*, profit*, promis*, proud*, radian*, readiness, ready, reassur*, relax*, relief, reliev*, 
resolv*, respect, revigor*, reward*, rich*, rofl, romanc*, romantic*, safe*, satisf*, save, scrumptious*, secur*, sentimental*, share, shared, shares, sharing, silli*, silly, sincer*, 
smart*, smil*, sociab*, soulmate*, special, splend*, strength*, strong*, succeed*, success*, sunnier, sunniest, sunny, sunshin*, super, superior*, support, supported, supporter*, 
supporting, supportive*, supports, suprem*, sure*, surpris*, sweet, sweetheart*, sweetie*, sweetly, sweetness*, sweets, talent*, tehe, tender*, terrific*, thank, thanked, thankf*, 
thanks, thoughtful*, thrill*, toleran*, tranquil*, treasur*, treat, triumph*, true, trueness, truer, truest, truly, trust*, truth*, useful*, valuabl*, value, valued, values, valuing, vigor*, 
vigour*, virtue*, virtuo*, vital*, warm*, wealth*, welcom*, well, win, winn*, wins, wisdom, wise*, won, wonderf*, worship*, worthwhile, wow*, yay, yays
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350 Behav Res (2018) 50:344–361

Fig. 4 Nearest neighbors of the LIWC positive emotions dictionary

Lemeshow, 2004). While not the highest performing classi-
fication method available, it has the virtue of model simplic-
ity while maintaining sufficient power to handle issues such
as differing means of independent variable values (critical
for this dataset).

All evaluations are done on the full set of 2000 docu-
ments with 10-fold cross validation. We evaluated results in
terms of F1 score (Powers, 2011), which is calculated as the
harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision (or posi-
tive predictive value) evaluates the ratio of true positives to
total predicted positives of a classifier while recall (or sen-
sitivity) measures the ratio of correctly predicted positives
to the total size of the class. By considering the harmonic
mean of these two values, F1 balances these factors.

The first method we evaluate is a direct application of
the LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2001; Tausczik & Pennebaker,
2010) word count method and dictionaries to this dataset.
In particular, we count instances of words in the posi-
tive emotions (containing words such as: “love”, “nice”,
and “sweet”) and negative emotions categories (contain-
ing words such as “hate”, “ugly”, and “annoyed”) for each
of the documents. Based on prior evaluations of psycholo-
gical dictionaries, we chose to use the LIWC (Tausczik
& Pennebaker, 2010) positive and negative categories over
other dictionaries such as PANAS-X (Watson & Clark,
1999). Not only is LIWC is widely used, these dictionaries
have been shown to be more effective for sentiment analysis
on this dataset (Frimer & Brandt, 2015).

However, while prior studies made use of the positive and
negative emotion LIWC dictionaries, we wanted to confirm
that this was in fact a valid choice. As such, we performed
word counts for all LIWC 2007 dictionaries. We then cal-
culated the information gain (Lindley, 1956; Box & Hill,
1967; Fedorov, 1972), a means of measuring the capacity of
a variable to reduce uncertainty, for the results from each of
the dictionaries. The positive and negative emotion dictio-
naries had gains of 0.0270 and 0.0170 respectively (while

these values are low, in this case we care primarily about the
relative informativeness of the dictionaries). The only other
two LIWC categories in this range were negation with an
information gain of 0.0214 and discrepancy with a gain of
0.0177. Given that prior work had focused on positive and
negative emotion dictionaries, we chose to focus on these
categories. Negation and discrepancy seemed to be pick-
ing up the tendency of certain reviews to equivocate (e.g.
‘good acting but...’). While this would be an interesting phe-
nomenon for future exploration, we felt it to be beyond the
scope of the present paper.

To generate features for use in classification we first
ran the basic LIWC word count (including morphological
matching) to get a total count of the words in the document
and the words for the selected dictionaries. Given this, we
found the percentage of the document composed of positive
and negative words and used these values as features for a
logistic regression model.

With DDR, we tested several combinations of dictionar-
ies and representations. We made use of three representa-
tions, one publicly available set11 trained on approximately
100 billion words from Google News articles,12 one trained
on the full text of the English Wikipedia,13 approximately
2.9 billion words in total, and one trained on approximately
11 million words from movie reviews14 beyond those in our
test set.

All distributed representations were trained using
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013).15 Given the different
training sets, each distributed representation had a differ-
ent vocabulary size. The Google News representations had a
vocabulary of approximately 3 million words, theWikipedia
representations had a vocabulary of approximately 2 million
words, and the IMDb representations had a vocabulary size
of approximately 45,000 words.

While the sizes of these spaces were very different, we
felt that this corresponded to a common research situation.
In many cases, researchers have access to large quantities
of open domain text or even pre-trained distributed repre-
sentations while having access to a much smaller amount
of data in their focal domain. Thus, the choice of whether
to make use of general purpose representations trained on
more data or more focused representations trained on less
data is salient to many real-world tasks.

The LIWC dictionaries make extensive use of pattern
matching (e.g. providing root patterns rather than complete

11Available at https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/.
12http://news.google.com/
13https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
14Available at http://ai.stanford.edu/∼amaas/data/sentiment/.
15Making use of the skip-gram with negative sampling model with the
following parameters: window 10, negative 25, hs 0, sample 1e-4, iter
15.



Pretraining corpus is key

• Word embeddings enable transfer learning from 
the pretraining corpus, to whatever your 
desired end-task is

• Train on domain-specific corpus, if large enough

• The content of the pretraining corpus is very 
important!!

• Don't forget it even if you can't see it!

• The best word embedding releases document and 
explore the implications of how they chose their 
pretraining corpus.  The bad ones hide it (OpenAI & 
more and more commercial providers...)
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